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Abstract
Rainfall is onne of the mostt important eleements of watter cycle used in evaluatingg climate condditions
of each regio
on. Long-term
m forecast of rainfall
r
for ariid and semi-arrid regions is very importaant for
managing an
nd planning of
o water resou
urces. To forrecast appropriately, accurrate data regaarding
humidity, tem
mperature, prressure, wind
d speed etc. is
i required.Thhis article is analytical annd its
database inclludes 7336 reccords situatedd in 11 featurees from daily brainstorm daata within a tw
wenty
year period. The
T samples were
w
selectedd based on a case
c
study in Torbat-e
T
Heydariyeh. 70% were
chosen for learning and 300% were choseen for taking tests.
t
From 71
181 available data,
d
75% andd 25%
were used fo
or training annd evaluating
g, respectivelyy. This researrch studied thhe performannce of
different neuural networks in order to predict
p
precippitation and then
t
presented
d an algorithm
m for
combining neural
n
networkks with linearr and nonlineear methods. After modeliing and compparing
their results using
u
neural networks,
n
the root mean sqquare error waas recorded for
fo each methood. In
the first mod
deling, the arttificial neurall network erroor was 0.05, in the second modeling, linear
combination of neural nettworks error was 0.07, annd in the thirdd model, nonllinear combinnation
neural netwo
orks error wass 0.001. Reduccing the errorr of forecastinng precipitatioon has alwayss been
one of the goals
g
of the researchers. This study, with
w
the foreecast of preciipitation by neural
n
networks, sug
ggested that the
t use of a more
m
robust method
m
called a nonlinear combination
c
n
neural
network can lead
l
to improvve men is in for
f cast diagnoostic accuracy
y.

Keywords: Monthly rainnfall, artificiaal neural netw
works, expertss’ mixture, To
orbat-e Heydaariyeh
Precipitation..

1. Inttroduction
Precipitation is one
o of the most imporrtant
reseaarch factor in natural resources, and
becauuse of its fluuctuations annd irregularities,
predictability and
d recognitioon of influen
ntial
factorrs in the process are importtant.
Precipitation fo
orecast is important for
ding,
invesstigation off groundwater, flood
sedim
mentation and water balaance. It depeends
on vvarious facctors includding humiddity,
tempeerature, wiind speed, pressure, etc.
Rainffall is a nonn-linear phennomenon, whhich
is diffficult to foorecast. Oveer the past few
yearss, artificial in
ntelligence techniques
t
h
have
been frequently used
u
to prediict the nonlinnear
time series such as for rainfaall and achieeved
Kisi, 2008; Nourani
N
et al.,
good results (K
m
that use
2011)). A neurall network model
multii-scale inpuut data cann present more
m
suitabble predictioon performannce rather thaan a
singlee input. (Aliizdeh et al., 2015; Nourrani,
et al., 2009; Okkkan, 2012; Rajaee et al.,
*Corrresponding au
uthor:

2010). Gen
nerally, usinng soft coomputing
techniques such as Artificial Neural
N
Networks
(
(ANN),
Addaptive Neuuro-Fuzzy
Inference System
S
(AN
NFIS) and Wavelet
N
Neural
Netw
work (WNN)) has the potential to
reduce the computation
c
time and eeffort and
the possibility of errors in the callculation.
a ANN
Gazzaz et al. (2012) developed an
t
predictio
on of waterr quality
model for the
index for Kinta
K
River. Some other research
for rainfall predictions, done by different
intelligence method incluude:
N
Nasseri
(2011) forecastted rainfall in Fars,
Iran and Auustralia usingg neural netw
works and
PACF, and compared
c
the results witth genetic
algorithm. He
H comparedd cumulativee discrete
network an
nd self-maade modeliing and
concluded that selff-made cuumulative
modeling shhowed more efficiency
e
to forecast.
He also claaimed that by
b reducing types of
input, netwoork training would
w
be acccelerated
ar.rosshani3380@gm
mail.com
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and more varied networks would be tested.
Halabiyan (2011) forecasted rainfall in
Isfahan using artificial neural networks. Their
results showed that because of the decrease
in data swing range, it would be better to use
logarithmic functions for normalization, and
the most appropriate kind of artificial neural
network to forecast the rainfall for the next
month was a network with a hidden layer.
Khalili et al. (2016) used artificial neural
networks to forecast rainfall accurately.
Shafei et al., Aksory and Dashmeh (2009)
forecasted one-month rainfall in three
stations (A, B, C) with different regional
conditions, and compared the results with
MLR regression. They concluded that for
stations with humid and arid conditions,
FFBP and MLR were more appropriate
models respectively. In another study,
Bustami et al. (2007) forecasted rainfall and
water level using artificial neural network
technique in Boudap, Malaysia. Their results
showed that artificial neural networks could
forecast rainfall over a lake with 96.4%
accuracy. Using neural networks, Fallah
Ghalhery et al. (2010) forecasted spring
rainfall in Khorasan Razavi, Iran, in a 37year period (1970-2007). The results showed
that neural networks could forecast rainfall
accurately through all the period. Nastos et
al. (2011) estimated the rainfall intensity in
terms of (mm / day) in Athens, Greece. Chen
et al. (2010) used SVM to scale daily
precipitation and compared them with
multivariate analysis. He indicated that the
SVM results were more accurate than SVM
forecasts. In order to forecast seasonal
precipitation, Fallahi Ghaloery (2011),
determined the meteorological signals
affecting the precipitation of Khorasan
province by Pearson correlation method.
ANN has been used as an alternative tool to
traditional
deterministic
rainfall-runoff
modeling (Sirhan and Koch, 2013) and in
forecasting groundwater levels fluctuation.
Using the M5 tree model, Sattari and Nashin
(2013) estimated the daily reference
evapotranspiration in Bonab region and
compared the results with the artificial neural
network. Tryland et al. (2014) investigated
the impact of rainfall on the hygienic quality
of blue mussels and water in urban areas in
the Inner Oslofjord, Norway. Sharma et al.
(2014) examined the function of neural

network models, fuzzy networks and fuzzy
logic (ANFIS) simulation of rainfall-runoff
processes in the Kohlar watershed of India.
The results showed that the neo-fuzzy
method was significantly better than the other
two models in simulating the runoff rainfall
process. It also functioned better than other
models in forecasting minimum and
maximum values. The traditional methods
that are based on linear relationships are not
good enough for solving these types of
problems (Alizadeh and Kavianpour, 2015).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the
performance of mixture of neural network
(mixture of experts) in a linear combination
neural networks (LCANN) and nonlinear
combination neural networks model (Gating
network) for monthly rainfall forecasting to
compare their performances with that of
ANN Neural Networks models. The
presented study is the first application for
forecasting precipitation using ANN, and
combination of them. The paper is organized
as it follows: The second section analyses the
data characteristics. The third section
introduces methodologies, including artificial
neural network, designing the neural
networks as an expert. Combination of neural
network in linear and nonlinear is discussed
in the fourth section. The fifth section gets
through with applications discussion of
results. Conclusions are presented in the last
section of the paper.
2.Materials and Methods
2-1. Geographical location of Torbat-e
Heydariyeh
The city is located within 13.59-degree
longitude and 16.35-degree latitude, Torbat-e
Heydariyeh is 1333 meters above sea level. It
is located in north-east of Iran. The city
reaches from east to Taybad and Torbat-e
Jam, from west to Kashmar, from north to
Mashhad, Neyshabour and Fariman and from
south to Mahvelat. Its area is 9945 Km2.
Shah Jahan and Jam mountains from north,
and Kouh Sorkh and Kouh Mish mountains
from south are surrounding it. In north and
northwestern, it has a mountainous climate
with a cold winter and a mild summer while
in south it has a semi-desert climate with a
hot and dry summer. Its average annual
rainfall is 200 mm mostly in winter and
spring and maximum and minimum
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tempeeratures are 41 and 22 degrees
d
Celssius,
respeectively. Maximum
M
a
and
minim
mum
atmospheric moiistures are 100% and 6%,
ure 1 showss the locationn of
respeectively. Figu
Torbaat-e Heydariyyeh.
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the analysiss, the data was analyzed using
SPSS softw
ware. Then
n, the relaationships
between tem
mperature, huumidity, dayy, month,
sunny hou
urs and rainfall paarameters
(monthly) were invesstigated. Thhe most
common method
m
foor evaluatiing the
relationship between precipitation and
synoptic inndices is to investiggate the
correlation between
b
theem. Thereforre, using
correlation coefficientt and reegression
method, this relationship was inveestigated.
Table 1 sho
ows descripttive statisticcs of the
data. Based on the steppwise regresssion test
results, in the first stage, the average
temperature and humiidity are thhe most
important off these param
meters.

3. Daata
The data wass collectedd for a 20year statistical period
p
from 1996 to 20016.
The data contaained 7336 samples with
w
11 pparameters. The param
meters inclu
uded
year, months, daays, minimum
m temperatuures,
maxim
mum
temperaturee,
averrage
tempeeratures, minnimum hum
midity, maxim
mum
humidity, averaage humiditty, sun hoours
and wind speeed. At the beginning of

Figure 1. Siituation of Torbbat-e Heydariyeeh.
Taable 1. Descrip
ptive statistics of
o data (1996 to 2016).

Feature

Pearson
n
Correlation

um
Minimu

Maxiimum

M
Mean

Std.. Deviation

Win
nd direction (degree)

0.034

0

36
60

1771.53

111.30

W
Wind speed (m
m/s)

0.017

0

3
30

6
6.57

2.80

S
Sunny hours (hr)

-0.038

0

13.80

8.9
8

3.58

Rainfall (mm
m)

1

0

54
4.8

0.6
0

2.88

Moisture (%
%)

0.357

9.0

1000.0

4
45.6

19.10

T
Temperature (C0)

-0.162

-14

4
40

144.25

9.44
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Figure 2 and 3 shhow mean moisture
m
andd
mean temperature against
a
the rainfall
r
in 200
years.
4. Reseaarch Method
d
4-1. Moonthly preciipitation forrecast usingg
multi-laayer percepttron neural networks
n
Multilayyer Perceptroon Model (M
MLP) is onee
of the siimplest and most efficieent proposedd
structurees for using in real nervve modeling
g,
which iis formed by
b an inputt layer, onee
or more hidden layers and an output layerr.
a neurons of a layer
In this structure, all
a subsequeent neuronss.
are connnected to all
This arrrangement forms a neetwork withh
full connnections. Two
T
types of signals
are usedd in this network
n
thaat vary withh
each othher. The first type off signals aree
calculateed based on the
t inputs off each neuronn

meters andd its
andd the weeight param
corrresponding stimulus fu
unction, andd the
second types are error signals thaat are
m the outputt layer
calcculated by reeturning from
andd splitting intto the other hidden
h
layerss. The
num
mber of hidd
den layer neurons depennds on
the network deesigner's view
w and is obttained
d error. In the absencce of
witth trial and
suff
fficient neuro
ons, the nettwork will not
n be
ablee to make acccurate mappping betweenn input
andd output vecctors. At the output off each
neuuron of the MLP
M network
k, there is a linear
funnction and thhe learning prrocess takes place
in all neurons and layers. All weightts and
biasses that are on the nettwork can change
durring the learrning processs (24). Figgure 4
shoows the struucture of the neural neetwork
useed in this stuudy, which is of the 3-laayered
type.

Fiigure 2. Monthhly rainfall in terrms of mean moisture
m
in the 20-year period.

Figure 3. Monthlyy rainfall in term
ms of mean tem
mperature in the 20-year periodd.
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Tab
ble 2. Neural network parametters consideringg all input param
meters. i is the variable betweeen 10 and 100 neurons.
n

Neural nettwork
architectture

Training alggorithm

Trainingg
parameterrs

Minnimum error
(
(RMSE)

1-i-10-11

Levenberg-Marqquardt Back
propagation

Learningg
Rate:0.055

0.0051

Figurre 4. 3-layered perceptron neuural network arcchitecture.

work
Equaation (1) also illustratees the netw
outpuut in the last layer.
∑

∑

(1)

wheree h and o reppresent the hidden
h
layer and
the output
o
layer respectivelyy, and w is the
weighht of the layyers. Sgm iss also a sigm
moid
functtion defined as
a follows:
(2)
In thhe present study, an artificial
a
neeural
netwoork with mu
ultilayer percceptron struccture
was used, an
nd all parameters
p
of
d
day,
sinenntromium including
month,
minim
mum and maximum
m temperatture,
averaage temperaature, minim
mum humiddity,
maxim
mum humidiity, humidityy, sun clock, and
wind speed were applied as input
i
parameeters

to the netw
work. In thiss research, 10
1 threelayered neurral networks (one outputt and two
hidden layeers) with diifferent archhitectures
were desiggned to foorecast preccipitation
with the speecifications contained
c
in Table 2.
This netwoork architectture was teested for
the assumed database. The hiddden layer
neuron varriations raanges are selected
between 10
0 and 100 to provide the best
network arcchitecture. The result for the
error of the variationss of the neeurons is
gure 5. In orrder to selectt the best
shown in Fig
predictive model, thrree-layered artificial
work modelss (approxim
mately 50
neural netw
structures) were
w
investiigated. In all of the
above netwoorks, 70% and
a 30% of the data
were used inn the trainin
ng and the teest stages
respectively.

Figgure 5. Error reelated to differeent architectures of multi-layerr perceptron neuural network inn precipitation forecast.
fo
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4-2. Designing and training multiple
neural networks as expert
If the number of neural networks increases,
we can combine them with higher precision.
Each of these neural networks is referred to
as a basic expert. This variation causes some
kind of variance in system performance;
thus, if there are different experts and
their results are used, the probability of
error distribution is concentrated around
the target and better results will be acquired.
In order to get proper results from
the combination of experts, each of the
neural networks must have the following
conditions:
Each expert should solely be at an acceptable
level (not complete).
Each expert should complement the other;
they should not be the same and produce the
same result.
Considering the above conditions, several
neural networks were designed. To achieve
this goal based on the statistical analysis in
Table 1, conducted with the SPSS software,
the importance of features was investigated
in the monthly precipitation forecasting.
Then, five neural networks were designed
and implemented. The data from this Table
show that the "humidity" and "temperature"
characteristics have the most effect on
evaluating the precipitation. Therefore, these
characteristics were used as the most
important input parameters of the neural
network in designing various experts. After
designing five neural networks (N1, N2, N3,
N4, N5) as the experts, the best neural
network architecture must be investigated for
each of them. The number of neural network
layers and the number of neurons in the
hidden layers are the parameters that regulate
the neural network which can be effective in
improving the accuracy of the neural
network. Thus, for each of these neural
networks, approximately 50 architectures
were evaluated. Five neural networks which
have been designed as experts, are shown in
Figures (6-a) to (6-e). The sixth neural
network in Figure (6-f) is in fact the gating
neural network which considered the output

of each of the experts as the input with the
structure of the best architecture referred to
in the first sections of this article.
4-3. Combining neural networks (mixture
of experts)
There are several methods to combine the
experts, but in general, we can divide them
into two linear and nonlinear categories. The
most commonly used linear method is
Majority Voting in which we summarize the
views of each of the experts. One of the most
well-known non-linear methods is Gating
Network, in which the output of each expert
is connected to the final network input. In
this research, both linear and nonlinear
methods of expert are used to forecast
precipitation.
4-3-1. Linear mixture of experts in
forecasting precipitation
One of the most common methods of
linear combination methods is collecting
expert opinions. The main motive for this is
that in designing an expert system there are
many choices, such as the display method,
expert parameters, educational data, etc., and
the results of several classifiers are as
follows:

f com  vote( f1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 f 5 )

(3)

The f1 to f5 are the five designed experts. In
order to get a good result of the combination
of experts, each one should solely be accurate
enough; however, there is no need for high
accuracy. Table 3 indicates that experts 1 and
2 have the best architecture because they
have the lowest average error. The first one is
related to the time, once five input
parameters i.e., day, month, average
temperature, average humidity and sun hour
were involved in the network decisionmaking. The second network included input
parameters of day, month, minimum
temperature, minimum humidity and sun
hour. Figure 7 illustrates the designed
network error for each of the architectures
listed in Table 3.
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(b
b)

(c)

(e)

(dd)

(f)

Figuree 6. Designing five neural nettworks, as five experts with diifferent inputs, (a) Designing a N1 network with
w inputs
of averagee temperature - sun clock - winnd speed - windd direction miniimum humidityy, (b) Designingg N2 neural
network with
w inputs of day-monthd
averrage humidity – minimum tem
mperature – sun
n clock, (c) Designing N3
Neural Neetwork with inpputs of day - month
m
- maxim
mum temperaturre - maximum humidity
h
– sunn clock, (d)
Designingg N4 Neural Nettwork with inpuuts of day- monnth - wind speedd - wind directiion - average huumidity, (e)
Designingg the N5 neurall network with inputs of day - month - windd speed - averaage temperaturee - average
humidity, (f) Designing a gating neural network
n
with innputs of six n1 to
t n6 networks.

Figu
ure 7. The errorr of networks frrom N1 to N5 (see
(
text).
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Tablee 3. The accuraccy of each netw
work alone and the
t average vieews of the experrts.

Arrchitecture
(numbber of neuronss
in each
e
layer)

networkk1

networkk2

networrk3

netwoork4

netw
work5

Aveerage

5
5-10-10-1

0.0065

0.0071
1

0.00880

0.0078

0.00
067

0.00072

5
5-10-20-1

0.0068

0.0072
2

0.00881

0.0078

0.00
066

0.00073

5
5-10-30-1

0.0067

0.0069
9

0.00880

0.0082

0.00
066

0.00073

5
5-10-40-1

0.0064

0.0070
0

0.00776

0.0087

0.00
065

0.00072

5
5-10-50-1

0.0065

0.0067
7

0.00777

0.0077

0.00
064

0.00070

5
5-10-60-1

0.0067

0.0070
0

0.00885

0.0075

0.00
067

0.00073

5
5-10-70-1

0.0064

0.0068
8

0.00778

0.0075

0.00
071

0.00071

5
5-10-80-1

0.0063

0.0071
1

0.00776

0.0097

0.00
072

0.00076

5
5-10-90-1

0.0069

0.0075
5

0.00772

0.0085

0.00
067

0.00074

5--10-100-1

0.0055

0.0072
2

0.00775

0.0089

0.00
074

0.00073

4-3-2. N
Non-linear combination
c
n of expertss
in forecaasting precipitation
One of the nonlineaar combining techniques
d.
is usingg the Mixtuure of Exppert method
The appplication off this technnique is for
situationns where thhe issue is of a highh
complexxity or when we want to improve thee
accuracyy of the resullt. In this meethod, severaal
MLP networks
n
can be connsidered as
classifierrs, and depennding on the input data, a
mediatinng network may
m decide too learn whichh
one of the experts or input data
d
is moree
work. In this method, thee
suitable for the netw
weights used for vooting are bassed on inputs
and are not constaant. The ouutput of thee
will be combbined in a noonlinear finaal
experts w
network. At the sam
me time, each expert as

n
learrn that how much
welll as gating network
weiight is assig
gned to eachh expert to reduce
r
the error. This will analyzze the input space
u
uses the
amoong the exxperts. It usually
Sofftmax methood in the Gaating networrk, so
thatt the total weights
w
beccome 1. Figgure 8
illuustrates how to combinee artificial neural
n
netw
works with the Gatingg method. Inn this
stagge, the outpputs of the five
f
networkks are
connsidered as thhe final inpu
ut of the nettwork.
Figgure 6.6 show
ws the design
ned pattern of
o this
neuural networkk. After designing the above
netw
work and applying th
he five neetwork
outpputs to the network gateway inpuut, 10
netw
works with different architectures
a
were
exaamined, and the
t error ratee of each is shown
s
in Figure
F
9.

Figure 8. The combination off experts in the non-linear Gatiing method.
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Figure 9. Designning 10 gating networks
n
and calculating the error
e
of each neetwork.

ks is
As caan be seen, the error off all network
signifficantly reduuced comparred to the state
s
wheree only one network was designed.
d
5. Coonclusion
The ultimate goal of a patttern recogniition
m is to reeach the hhighest posssible
system
classiification ratee for the desired
d
probllem.
Sincee there is no
n classification algoriithm
perfectly suited to all issuues, a mix
xture
uggested ass a solution
n to
of exxperts is su
increaase the effficiency of the classifi
fiers.
It haas been prooved that thhe combinaation
of m
more indepeendent classsifiers leadss to
an inccrease in thee recognitionn rate. Thereffore,
we ggenerally tryy to increasee the varietyy of
the basic
b
classifiers (Nasseri, 2008; Ghoolam
Abbaas, 2010). There aree many ways
w
to com
mbine experrts, includingg ECOC (Kh
halili
et al.,, 2007) and Mixture
M
of Experts
E
(Busttami
et al., 2007), Booosting (Barzzay, 2006), each
e
F
each basic
b
acts in a differrent way. For
nput
classiifier, the disstribution off Boosting in
sampples is shiftedd to the direcction for train
ning
in w
which the classifiers
c
foocus on haarder
sampples. During the trainingg of the expeerts,
attem
mpts are madde to make them experrt in
a part
rt of the entraance space and
a for a speecial
actionn (Sattari an
nd Nashin, 2013; Salajeg
gheh

et al., 2008)..
If we assu
ume that "a"
"
input parameter
p
is effectivee on the occurrence of the
phenomena, then the number of 2 -1
c
significant combination
of input paarameters
will be creeated. In order
o
to moodel this
phenomenonn using ANN,
A
inveestigating
the techniqu
ue of the created
c
com
mbinations
to find the best
b
combination would be quite
time-consum
ming and borring. Therefoore, once
the factors affecting phenomena are
a high,
using differrent methodds, one cann obtain
the significance degrree of thhe input
a the bestt combinatioon among
parameters and
all possible combinaations. To analyze
the effectivee parameterss, statistical analyzes
were used an
nd the signifficance of thee features
was measurred by calcculating the Pearson
correlation coefficient.
c
I the preseent study,
In
a multi-layeered percepttron neural network
was used wiith a post-prropagation algorithm,
and all th
he input parameters
p
into the
precipitation
n forecastingg system w
were also
imposed. In the second stage,
s
the foccus of the
i
was inncreased,
nerve netwoorks on the inputs
i.e. instead of using one expert,, several
experts werre designed and the nuumber of
input param
meters was deecreased. Thhe results
are shown inn Table 4.
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Table 4. Average of 10- fold modeling on five neural network to forecast –precipitation.

Model
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Entrance parameters
Average temperature - Average humidity - Wind
speed - Wind direction - Sun clock
Day - month - minimum temperature - minimum
humidity - sun clock
Day - month - maximum temperature - maximum
humidity - maximum temperature - sun clock
Day - month - wind speed - Wind direction average humidity
Day - month - wind speed - average temperature average humidity
All 11 recorded parameters

In the second section of the study, one of the
most
common
methods
of
linear
combination, i.e. the averaging method was
used. In the third section, a nonlinear method
called the gating neural network was used.
The main motive for this was that in
designing an expert system there are many
choices, such as the display method, expert
parameters, educational data, etc. This
variation causes some kind of variance in the
performance of the system. Consequently, if
there are different systems and their results
are used, it is possible that the distribution of
the error is centered near the goal and the
better results is achieved by increasing the
sampling of this distribution. Table 5
indicates the results of precipitation in
Torbat-e Heydarieh using only one neural
network with all 11 input factors and when
the combination of neural networks was used

Best network
architecture

Data assessment
based on RMSE

5-10-80-1

0.0063

5-10-50-1

0.0067

5-10-90-1

0.0072

5-10-70-1

0.0077

5- 10-50-1

0.0064

11- 10-40-1

0.0051

with linear Majority Voting and nonlinear
gating network.
Table 6 also indicates an example of the
results obtained by the models presented in
this study.
Since forecasting precipitation is a rather
important issue, especially in a dry country
like Iran, there are a large number of
researches on precipitation forecast. In many
articles, monthly data are used as input one,
based on which precipitation is forecasted. In
some cases, the forecast is based on an
annual basis. However, in most cases, a
common method is used to forecast
precipitation. In this research, three different
methods were used and their results are
represented in Table 6, indicating that the
method of combining the experts has been
more accurate in forecasting monthly
precipitation compared to nonlinear method.

Table 5. Precipitation estimation error of Torbat-e Heydarieh using the combination of neural networks in different
methods.

no combination

combination
averaging method

Combination with the gating
neural network method

0.051

0.0071

0.0015

Table 6. Examples of forecasts by the presented models.

April 2015

November 2009

March2006

Actual precipitation (Cm)

0.76

0.55

1.94

Using an expert

0.82

1.07

0.44

The combination of experts with the linear method

1.41

1.64

0.29

The combination of experts with the nonlinear method

0.85

0.36

1.89

Prediction of monthly rainfall using artificial neural network mixture approach, …
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